EdReports Scavenger Hunt

Answer Key

1. Q: Under what Tab will you find the Rubrics and Evidence Guides?
   
   A: Reports Center

2. Q: How many K-2 programs have been reviewed and have reports that are publicly available at the moment?
   
   A: Will depend on date of completion

3. Q: Look at the “Our Approach” section. How are the materials reviewed by the EdReports review team?
   
   A: Educators review materials and use rubrics to rate those materials.

4. Q: Name a series that meets the first gateway, but was not reviewed for the third gateway.
   
   A: e.g., Benchmark Advance
5. Q: Name a series that meets all three gateway expectations in English Language Arts.

A: Amplify CKLA

6. Q: What does it mean if there is a circle with N/A in it on the Comparing Materials page?

A: That program did not pass the prior gateway and was not analyzed at that level.

7. Q: What is one set of ELA materials that are currently under review?

A: Look at “Upcoming Reviews” under “Reports Center.”